
Guidelines for Forgiveness

Ephesians 4:32 Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each

other, just as in Christ God forgave you.

Christian forgiveness is not a decision we make in light of what was done to

us but rather what was done for us. We don't forgive because the other

person deserves it; we forgive because we've been forgiven.

Forgiveness is a process. There are four phases that must take place to

complete the cycle of forgiveness.

1. Identify the person who hurt you and you're angry with.

● This may seem ridiculous. But it's not, and here is why.

Forgiveness is more than a decision to move on with your

life and forget the past. Trying to forget a debt isn't the

same as canceling it. Don't assume you've forgiven someone

just because you've "put it behind you."

● Who do you secretly harbor hard feelings about or desire to

see fail? We need to purge our hearts of unforgiveness.

2. Determine what they owe you.

● This is something often skipped. As a result, we forgive

generally and not specifically. We must identify what the

debt is. You can't cancel a debt if you haven't identified it.

● You know what the person who hurt you did, but what

exactly did they take? Until you answer that question, you're

not ready to forgive. Until you answer that question, you

may go through the motions of forgiveness but not

experience the freedom.

● General forgiveness doesn't heal specific hurts. It is

important you pinpoint what was taken from you. What do

they owe you?

● A debt can't be canceled that hasn't been clearly identified.

3. Cancel the debt.

● After identifying what has been taken, you must cancel the

debt. That means deciding the offending party doesn't owe

you anything anymore, just as Christ canceled our debt at

Calvary.

● Forgiveness is a gift. It's not based on feelings but instead on

a decision to leave anger and resentment behind.

● Sometimes if it helps, you can write down who hurt you and

what they owe you and then burn it, bury it or even nail it to

a tree as a way to help psychologically cancel the debt

symbolic of what God did for us.

● The decision to forgive is made before God, and we cancel

that before Him as our witness in light of His forgiveness for

us.

● People often ask if it is necessary to tell the person we've

forgiven. In my opinion, no. In fact, it can do more harm

than good. In many cases, offending parties don't feel

they've done anything wrong, to begin with. Sharing your

decision to forgive can be taken as an accusation. It is

appropriate to tell someone when someone asks you for

forgiveness. Otherwise, the transaction is between you and

God.

4. Dismiss the case.

● The final process centers on a daily decision not to reopen

your case. What makes that so difficult is that our feelings

don't automatically follow our decision to forgive. Besides,

forgiving someone doesn't erase our memories. If we could

forgive and forget, the whole thing would be a lot easier. But

in most cases, no sooner have we forgiven than something

happens to remind us of the offense all over again. And

when our memories are triggered, the old feelings come

flooding back. At that point, we have two options: either we

take hold of the offense again and reopen the case, or we

face those memories and restate our decision that the debt

is canceled and the case is closed.

● We can then thank our Heavenly Father for giving us the

grace and strength to forgive. Don't accept the lie that you



haven't forgiven. Focus on the truth that the debt has been

canceled. It was your decision, and you stand beside it.

● It's tempting to judge whether we've forgiven based on our

feelings toward the offender. But feelings are not the gauge;

they are usually the last things to come around. Forgiveness

is a decision to cancel a debt making the offender owe you

nothing.


